Of course, originally it was all fields 'round here...and
before that an ocean.
6sec
...The Estate is legally vested in the names of four
Gentlemen, of responsible position and undoubted probity
and honour, to be employed by the council in the creation
and maintenance of all neccersary public work-roads,
schools, parks etc...
We have gained a peace unshaken by pain for ever,
We Have gained a peace unshaken by pain forever.
…2 sec
to find for our industrial population work at wages of
higher purchasing power...We have gained a peace unshaken
by pain forever...And to secure healthier surroundings and
more regular employment.
4sec
To Enterprising Manafactures, Co-operative Societies,
Architects, Engineers, Builders, and Mechanicians of all
kind...a peace unshaken by pain.
2sec
It's object, in short, to raise the standard of health and
comfort of all true workers of whatever grade- they were
cleaner, handsomer than the average of either race. The
means by which these objects are to be achieved being a
healthy, natural, and economic combination of town and
country life, and this on land owned by the
muniplicity.....so all things considered, I feel sure you
will get used to our ways without too much effort.
...a peace unshaken
5 1/2sec

REJOICE!
For hence forth you are perfect! Up to this day your own
offspring, your various mechanisms, were of greater
perfection than ourselves
The rest of the large space..is a public park, containing
145 Acres, which include ample recreation grounds within
very easy access of all the people. And yet the guardians
have more and more often (well may you blush) seen smiles
and heard the sighs among you....The road lies clear ahead.
In all the public squares or parks they have erected
handsome houses, beautifully furnished, with baths and
bedrooms. If a man has decided to die, he goes there. A
peace unshaken by pain.
4sec
Of course,originally it was all fields around here.// The
meadows were green, and so was the rising wheat which had
been sown...and before that an ocean.
Noticing the varied architecture and design, some having
common gardens and co-operative kitchens-we learn that the
general observance of street or harmonious departing from
it are the chief points as to house building over which the
municiple authorities exercise control...the fullest
measure of individual taste is encouraged.
1 1/2sec
“It was the bright new herald of the sun!”
3sec
a great and most beautiful city; and yet all the fresh
delights of the country--field, hedgerow, woodland--not
prim parks and gardens merely--would be within a very few
minutes' walk or ride.
2sec
And, because the people in their collective capacity own
the land,

and I looked forward to the end of the world,
...each member of society will share in the general
prosperity and happiness of the society.
It was the bright new herald of the sun and a peace
unshaken by pain...!
3sec
..Each generation should build to suit its own needs; and
it is no more in the nature of things that men should
continue to live in old areas because their ancestors lived
in them, than it is that they should cherish the old
beliefs which a wider faith and a more enlarged
understanding have outgrown. Our past is noble and tragic.
Can better results be obtained by starting on a bold plan
on comparatively virgin soil than by attempting to adapt
our old cities to our newer and higher needs? Do you
remember the suburbs and the doleful procession of
landscapes. (incredulous almost)
(?)
Are you alive or not? Is there nothing in your head?
“The bright new herald of the sun and a peace unshaken by
pain”
1 ½ sec
REJOICE! - a very few minutes walk or ride.
(Uplifting voice posititive)
11 Sec
Thus fairly faced, the question can only be answered in one
way; and when that simple fact is well grasped, the social
revolution will speedily commence. Let the piled bricks
fall ton by ton.
4sec
What Is may hinder What Might Be for a while, but cannot
stay the tide of progress...//In the end you are tired of
that world of antiquity//. These crowded cities have done
their work;//you have had enough of living in greek and
roman antiquity//; they were the best which a society
largely based on selfishness and rapacity could construct,
but they are in the nature of things entirely unadapted for
a society in which the social side of our nature is

demanding a larger share of recognition.
4 ½ sec
REJOICE!
A peace unshaken by pain. (Almost as if trying to convince
us)
….2sec
(Staccato and quick)...Museums, cemeteries!... Truly
identical in the sinister jostling of bodies that do not
know each other. Great public dormitories where one sleeps
forever side by side with beings hated or unknown.
Reciprocal ferocity of painters and of sculptors killing
each other with line and colour in the same gallery...As we
listened to the exhausted prayer of the old canal and heard
the grating bones of palaces moribund in their greenery
whiskers. (angryish manifesto di futurismo)
(EMPHATIC and emphasising above)...No, it cannot be, at
least, it cannot be for long.
2sec
And I looked forward to the end of the world.
4 1/2sec
What is the city over the mountains
Jerusalem Athens Alexandria (STACCATO EQUAL FLAT EMPHASIS)
Vienna London
2sec
(BBC)...surely to raise such a point is to contend, in
other words, that the existing wealth forms of the country
are permanent, and are forever to serve as hindrances to
the introduction of better forms:
you will fall you great cities
Jerusalem Athens Alexandria (forcefulish)(STACCATO)
(BBC)that crowded, ill-ventilated, unplanned, unwieldy,
unhealthy cities--ulcers on the very face of our beautiful
island

Vienna London

(forcefulish)

--are to stand as barriers to the introduction of towns in
which modern scientific methods and the aims of social
reformers may have the fullest scope in which to express
themselves. Unreal.
2SEC
Now the city lies broken
New Children must be born of gods in a deathless land.

REJOICE! - “Here's the spring again come out and see,
Come and see the flowers in the wood.”
Of course, originally it was all fields 'round here. And
before that an ocean.
1 1/2sec
the beauty of the natural landscape undisturbed by man is
largely due to the the fact that the natural organisms in a
balanced ecology are excellent miners and scavengers – let
these piled bricks fall ton on tonne. Originally it was all
fields!(as if to say remember this, bit exitable)
3 ½ sec
Do you remember the suburbs? (quieter now)
Is there nothing in your head?
REJOICE!
The social revolution will speedily commence.
Are you alive? Or not?
--------------------------------------------------------------16 sec
You that love England, who have an ear for her music,

The slow movement of clouds in benediction,
Clear arias of light thrilling over uplands,
Over chords of summer sustained peacefully;
Ceaseless the leaves' counterpoint in a west wind lively,
Blossom and River rippling loveliest allegro,
And the storms of wood strings brass at years finale:
Listen. Can you not here the entrance of a new theme?
1 ½ sec
...Among the greatest needs of man and of society today, as
at all times, are these:...(churchillian)
1 ½ sec
...You above all who have come to the far end, victims
Of a run down machine, who can bear it no longer;
Whether in easy chairs chafing at impotence
Or against hunger, bullies and spies preserving
The nerve for action, the spark of indignationNeed fight in the dark no more, you know your enemies.
You shall be leaders when zero hour is signalled,
wielders of power and welders of a new world!(poem cont
poetic)
REJOICE!
Jerusulem Athens Alexandria
Vienna London.(quieter now)
(15-17 sec)

“Between the idea
And the Reality”
A worthy aim and opportunity to realize it; work and ends
worth working for.
“between the motion

And the act”
All that a man is, and all that he may become, is summed up
by his aspirations, and this is no less true of the society
than of the individual.
“Falls the shadow”
falls

the

shadow. (posh voice informative returns)

Of course, originally it was all fields 'round here, and
before that an ocean. And,
...we have gained a peace unshaken by pain forever. We have
gained a peace unshaken by pain. (sadder- resigned as if
“but what have we lost” is the unnspoken question)
Rejoice?
!
-----------7sec
New Children must be born of gods in,
a deathless land, where the
uneroded rocks bound clear
from cool
glassy tarns, and no flaw is in mind or flesh.
Sense and image they must refashion they will not recreate
love: love ends in hate; they will
not use
words: Words lie... (emphasis on this)
3sec
...Of course, originally It was all fields 'round here, and
before that an ocean.

